ABSTRACT
Decorative ornamentation involves a careful balance between accent and order. Existing techniques leave artists either with tedious manual processes or the uncontrolled automatic generation of rather homogeneous patterns that lack creatively-placed visual highlights. We present a method to close this gap, offering the control and quality of manual creation, and the efficiency and accuracy of computation. At the core of our system, customizable and modularly combinable element placement functions fill a space automatically under global design constraints. We provide a set of example placement functions that implement order based on design principles for ornamentation such as balanced element distribution and symmetry. To create structural hierarchies and to guide an ornament to the space it fills, we allow artists to direct the connectivity of elements with drawn strokes. Artists can also draw guides to create vector fields, which organize the ornament along streamlines. Path planning automatically routes around obstacles while aligning the ornament to their borders. Our method combines high-level control mechanisms like taking guidance from example images to low-level control like placing single elements as visual accents and making local edits within the computed ornament. By automating tedious tasks and offering familiar input mechanisms like drawing, we enable artists to focus on the creative intent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Throughout all cultures and times artists have used ornaments to embellish the world around them. One common class of decorative ornaments, as discussed by Wong et al. [1998], creates an underlying perception of order by placing individual components repetitively and in a balanced way. But ornaments also include hierarchical structures with visually dominant elements and connections as accents. These often do not follow the underlying order of the ornament, breaking an otherwise too-homogeneous appearance. Additionally, ornaments adapt to the space they fill by aligning to its boundaries.

It takes an experienced artist to balance the contrast between carefully chosen visual accents and creating a sense of order by applying compositional rules and complementing the space, as shown in the examples in Figure 1.

While artists are indispensable for the creative task of creating an overall layout and placing accents, executing structuring rules and completing the ornament to a cohesive whole is tedious and worth automating. We propose a hybrid technique that gives artists artistic control through familiar tools like sketching, while computing ordered structures automatically, unburdening the artists from tiresome tasks. We aim to offer both the control and quality of manual creation, and the efficiency and accuracy of computation.

Our contributions are:

• an optimization strategy that incorporates customizable and modularly combinable placement functions putting global design constraints explicitly under artist control,
• a ready-made set of placement functions that fulfill design principles for ornamentation [Wong et al. 1998] with a balanced element distribution and symmetry constraints,
• the control of element connections through the translation of visual input into connection strategies under the given global design constraints, combining elements and connections into a cohesive whole,
• the use of path planning to efficiently route the ornament around obstacles
• the incorporation and combination of control mechanisms at all scales, ranging from taking high-level guidance from example images down to placing single elements and making local edits within the computed ornament while maintaining its procedural nature.

The feedback of designers using our system confirms the appeal, efficiency and further potential of our methods.
2 RELATED WORK

We focus the following discussion of related work on procedural methods, as the core aspect of our system is its procedural nature. The pioneering work of Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [1990] applies L-systems to algorithmically model plant growth. Various extensions [Parish and Müller 2001; Prusinkiewicz et al. 2003] demonstrate their expressiveness for different applications. However, since the execution process is inherently hierarchical, L-systems have difficulty supporting artistic control mechanisms that range from global to local scale.

Wong et al. [1998] introduced a programmatically controllable procedural system that employed a greedy rule-based strategy to generate floral ornaments. We take inspiration from their work but focus on enabling a usable tool by adding artist-friendly control mechanisms in a unified way. We generalize and technically improve their space-finding algorithm, enabling the explicit enforcement of ornamental principles and unburdening artists from implementing them for each pattern individually. Their method can only control the connections of elements by writing code; we add to their work by giving intuitive design options for directing connectivity. This, combined with the option to place single elements freely, enables ornamental patterns with hierarchical structures that go beyond repetitive patterning. Anderson et al. [2008] adapted Wong et al.’s work by placing discrete elements along a user-given curve. However, they solely decorate the regions adjacent to the curves, offering only limited control and design options. Etemad et al. [2008] pick up a rule-based strategy for a dynamic recreation of Persian floral patterns, focusing on animation, not on controllability.

Beneš et al. [2011] offer certain global control on the procedural process by dividing a target space into user-editable guide shapes. The shapes determine what types of patterns grow in different areas. The connections between the shapes are manually specified by the user and in turn guide the connections between elements. In our approach, element connections are automatically derived from visual guides. Other systems provide global control on the procedural process by interpreting the modeling task as a probabilistic inference problem [Ritchie et al. 2015, 2016; Šťáva et al. 2014; Talton et al. 2011], or optimize a packing problem under specific constraints [Chen et al. 2016]. They all control the overall shape of the resulting ornaments, but do not permit the hierarchical or element-level local controls we support, such as specifying the locations of individual elements.

Various example-based approaches [Bradley et al. 2013; Ijiri et al. 2008; Ma et al. 2013, 2011] give artists indirect control over the resulting pattern by defining an exemplary element arrangement a priori. They extract the spatial relationship between elements and attempt to reproduce the relationship in their synthesis results. But their methods do not allow placing accents with single elements, which can break up the perception of a homogeneous texture and helps to create a compelling ornament.

Ijiri et al. [2008] use sketch-based user input to create global control structures such as an underlying vector field to guide procedural growth. We also make use of vector fields generated from artists’ sketches, but we use them to establish element connectivity and to guide to growth of a model. Vector fields are further employed in the specific context of procedural street modeling [Chen et al. 2008a] and micrography [Maharik et al. 2011]. They have been integrated into formalized grammars, such as a vector-field guided shape grammar [Yuanyuan Li et al. 2011] and L-system rules [Šťáva et al. 2016]. These systems produce patterns that are more homogeneous than the decorative ornaments that we aim for. Xu and Mould [2015] trace shortest paths in vector fields to generate branches for botanic tree modeling. Aiming for a different application, we support global design goals and, in addition, plan growth paths of ornaments around layout obstacles.

Our different types of user input are inspired by painting-tool-like methods in procedural modeling [Chen et al. 2008b, 2012; Emilian et al. 2015; Méché and Müller 2012; Palubicki et al. 2009], in particular by the flexible Deco procedural engine [Méché and Müller 2012] upon which we constructed our implementation. We extend these methods by combining the ability to follow input curves while taking the whole environment into consideration, applying the chosen design principles when placing elements on the paths as well as when automatically filling the remaining space.

None of the work discussed so far integrates artist control on an element and connection level once the pattern is computed. There are procedural techniques that enable low-level control on the results themselves, developed in the context of architectural designs [2008], tree modeling [Pirk et al. 2012] and the creation of natural scenes [2015]. The move operator from the latter is similar to ours but their system is optimized for chaotic arrangements, which contrasts to our organized design goals for ornaments.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Since our approach extends the technique introduced by Wong et al. [1998], we briefly summarize their approach. A procedural model is created with artist-defined elements and a set of growth rules that handle the selection of elements, their appearance and connections. Their technique finds tentative places for elements by testing them against constraints in the procedural model, and, where suitable, placing elements in the found spaces, optionally connecting them to existing elements. Possible ornament designs are technically restricted only by this iterative creation logic. Wong et al. find the next space to fill by computing the medial axis of a...
shape stencil using the Manhattan distance, then inflating circles centered on points on the axis until they collide with geometry proxies or the stencil shape. The new element is placed at one of the circles of maximal radius (Figure 3, top row) and connected to the closest existing element. The system then iterates.

Our approach performs a similar greedy iterative process but generalizes it by using placement functions. Wong et al.'s technique of placing the next element into the largest possible space is one possible placement function, but there are many others. As we aim for direct interactions, performance is crucial, so we furthermore modified their implementation to allow interactive performance (see Section 9).

Figure 2 shows an overview of our technique. As a first step, the system can be configured to express global design goals by using algebraic placement functions. Higher values of the functions indicate preferred locations for element placement (see Section 4). Placement functions have a variety of potential inputs, such as a stencil defining the areas to fill, or a desired type of symmetry.

The artist specifies these design constraints through our interface and can also provide other input such as sketched paths to guide the connections between placed elements (see Section 5). Based upon the input, we configure and combine a set of ready-made placement functions that implement the artist's intent. The artist can also specify exact locations for certain elements by directly placing them in the space to be filled.

Our automated placement system then repeatedly evaluates the placement functions to find the locations with maximal values, and inserts elements into the output ornament accordingly. The artist can at any time interrupt the process and make changes using editing techniques like moving or deleting existing elements. The system immediately adapts to these local changes.

The following sections give more details on our process. For coherency, all our models were designed by the same artist and thus share visual traits specific to the artist's individual style. By presenting comparable models with similar growth rules, we aim to highlight the variety of possible designs implemented by the system, not the model's hard-coded rules.

4 PLACEMENT STRATEGY

Artists start by specifying global design goals for the automatic placement of elements. Some of these goals, like desired growth direction, take additional input through lower-level mechanisms like sketching.

Our set of supplied global designs aims to fulfill more explicitly underlying aesthetic principles of ornamentation. Wong et al. [1998] thoroughly discuss these but their method only indirectly and uncontrolledly implements them. They summarize the aesthetic principles of ornamentation as repetition, balance and conformation to geometric constraints. We support balance and repetition through symmetry constraints and facilitate conformation to geometric constraints by element connection strategies (see Section 5).

4.1 Placement Functions

We strive to support a wide variety of design goals with few limitations. For this, we modularize the creation of global order for placing elements through the definition of placement functions. A placement function \( p : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) takes higher values at preferred locations. \( p \) is updated after every placement and its values decrease. Once \( \max(p) \) reaches or falls below 0, the ornament is completed.

We provide a number of fundamental placement functions, and the system combines them into one overall placement function based on the user-specified design goals. The functions can make use of user-supplied input like shapes, images, and paths. They can also use internal data structures like the locations of the centers of placed elements, and a map of rasterized proxies for them.

Our supplied placement functions implement:

- A stencil function accepting a binary stencil that defines the area to be filled.
- Symmetry functions for different types of symmetry.
- Image data functions accepting a grayscale image that controls the desired element placement based upon image brightness.
- Path functions supporting element placement along paths.

In addition, users with scripting experience can readily extend the system by adding new placement functions. We provide a number of functional building blocks like \( \min() \), \( \max() \), \( \text{translate}() \), and \( \text{rotate}() \), which can be combined using the usual mathematical function operations and can be extended with custom code. These new
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\[\text{Figure 2: Our technique can be configured to incorporate global design goals such as symmetry. The artist can optionally place specific elements and draw desired connectivity. At any time during the process, the artist can insert, delete and move elements on the canvas and the system adapts to the change.}\]
functions have the same access to user input and internal data structures as our supplied placement functions.

While placement functions provide the framework for unifying and combining many sorts of design constraints, their presence is completely invisible to the end users, who specify constraints and guidance in conventional ways like sketching and choosing among options. The system feeds their input to the placement functions and combines them to implement the desired constraints.

The following subsections briefly discuss the construction of the ready-made placement functions and how they interact to support design goals. For a complete formal description of the functions please refer to the supplemental materials.

The Stencil: The stencil function is a simple function that takes as input the value 1 for areas to be filled and 0 elsewhere.

Symmetry: Wong et al. place elements by maximizing the distance between the new element to both the stencil border and previously placed elements. Figure 4, left, shows that this strategy when applied to a symmetrical stencil can lead to an ordered, highly symmetric ornament. In the example, the algorithm places elements on the symmetry axes of the rectangular stencil shape. The elements partition the space so that following insertions maintain the symmetry. As a result of the greedy search for maximal spaces, larger elements are placed before smaller elements, creating a visible order hierarchy that is characteristic for many ornamental styles.

However, if the artist pre-places an element off-center, or a non-symmetrical stencil is used, or models contain randomized characteristics, applying this strategy without modification leads to unorganized patterns, as shown in Figure 4, center. Figure 3, top row, shows the sequence of element insertions for this case. To solve the issue, we allow the artist to explicitly express symmetry in a way that can integrate pre-placed elements for any stencil, as shown in Figure 4, right, and Figure 3, bottom.

The desired symmetry is supported by a placement function that implements a set of heuristics that work as follows:

(1) If an element was placed at some location \((x, y)\), we prefer filling its transpositions under the symmetry transformation, placing the new elements in mirror or rotational symmetry. Hence, the placement function should have the highest values at transformed locations of previously placed elements.

(2) If the placement at such a location is impossible (e.g., because the symmetry set is already complete), we have some freedom. In addition to keeping a maximal distance to the stencil, we prefer placing the next element at a location that permits future elements to be placed at symmetry-creating locations without collisions with existing elements.

(3) Finally, we exclude placements that are too close to existing elements or outside the stencil.

The bottom row of Figure 3 shows the mechanism working for four-way mirror symmetry. With the chosen settings, the first three insertions fulfill symmetries of the pre-placed circle according to heuristic 1 and the next two circles are placed following heuristic 2. Our interface allows the user to choose among various symmetry types; Figure 5 shows several results.

Controlling Placements with Image Data: To show the flexibility of our system, we provide a placement function controlled by an artist-specified example image, as shown in Figure 6. This function uses the brightness of the image to prioritize placement order and...
also uses it to guide the selection of elements. A cut-off for the size leaves the black parts of the example empty.

**Paths:** To place elements along an artist-specified path we interpret it as a stencil that sets all points off the path to 0. This forces the greedy placement process to put elements along the path according to all other given global design constraints, for example with symmetry constraints, as shown in Figure 7, center and right. After the potential positions on the path are exhausted, our algorithm completes the remaining background. These paths also affect element connections, as described in the following section.

## 5 CONNECTION STRATEGY

Spatial relationships between elements are often expressed by geometric curves or patterns that connect nearby elements. These interconnections add additional levels of order to an ornament in a structured way. Furthermore, global layouts, such as a frame around a text box, can be achieved by appropriate interconnections.

In addition to singular global structures, such as specific frames (see Figure 7, center), many complex real-world ornaments adapt themselves in their entirety to global designs, such as in Figure 8, left, where the whole space is structured with multiple lines.

In the work of Wong et al. [1998], the connections between elements arise from individual, model-specific growth rules. Our method also includes these programmatic growth rules but we add direct visual controls to define connectivity by drawn paths or sketched vector fields. This approach permits greater control than related techniques, as the artist-defined placement functions also guide the positioning of the elements on the paths.

### 5.1 Placement on a Single Path

Once all elements have been placed along an artist-specified path according to the global design constraints, we sort the elements according to their distance to the path’s starting point and connect neighboring elements to express the path. This connection strategy also works for self-intersecting paths as shown in Figure 7, right, where a simple proximity-based strategy might fail.

### 5.2 Connecting Elements using Vector Fields

A single user-defined path is not sufficient to enforce the connectivity in a large area. While artists could carefully fill the entire space with paths by hand, we resolve this tedious task by letting them sketch a vector field, which structures a plane by storing orientation information at each plane position. The field can be created from a rough sketch or from an example image. We extrapolate sketched guides to dense vector fields by applying the method of Maharik et al. [2011]. For images, we compute the gradient and rotate it by $90^\circ$ to find the orientation of its isolines. The streamlines of the vector field form a natural, dense and connected organization of the ornament space. Streamlines are found by picking a seed point and tracing out a path with vector field integration.

In order to construct the ornament, we either pick a maximal-length streamline or start at an artist-given seed point. The elements are placed on the traced streamline as if it were a user-specified path (see Section 5.1). Then, we mask the area around it with a stencil (see Section 4.1) and zero out the corresponding areas in the vector field. We repeat this process with the next-longest streamline, or the next seed, and iterate. Similarly to placing larger elements earlier than smaller elements, following longer stream lines before shorter ones contributes to the hierarchical space organization.

Figure 8, left and right, show the synthesis results guided by vector fields constructed from sketched input and from an example image, center. A vector field can also be applied, if so desired by artists, to guide model specific growth characteristics. Figure 8, right, shows background elements that are only allowed to grow in the direction of the underlying vector field.

## 6 RESOLVING COLLISIONS

As ornament designs are often part of a complex layout, an artist can specify geometric constraints either with stencils or by drawing obstacles. This might lead to an intersection of the defined paths and obstacles. To enforce the perception of an ornament adapting to the space it fills, we guide element paths around intersecting obstacles. We interpret this as the classical shortest-path problem between the start and the end of the path with the image pixels as nodes and 8-connections to non-obstacle pixels as edges. Using Euclidean distance between the adjacent pixels as edge weights leads to a short path. However, this path may not follow the user-intended shape (see Figure 9, left). Therefore, we add the distance between each node and the direct path, which ignores obstacles, to the movement costs from that node to the goal; see Figure 9, center and right. While the result may not be smooth, the size of the elements of the ornament in comparison to the jaggedness of the path at the pixel level empirically compensates for the roughness.

## 7 LOCAL EDITING

At any time during the computation process, or after the ornament is completed, the artist can directly interact with the elements of the pattern and their connections. Artists are familiar with manual interactions such as placing an element and moving it around on the canvas as part of their everyday workflow. By adopting these methods we narrow the gap between procedural modeling and manual creation. For a demonstration of local editing, please refer to the supplemental video.

Internally, we keep a directed graph of the ornament in which nodes represent elements and directed edges their connections. After each interaction the graph structures are updated. Connections
Figure 7: Space is filled in an ornamental manner to complement an artist’s input. Stencils are indicated in gray, drawn obstacles in red and paths in blue. Left, the red flowers were manually placed. Center and right, elements are connected along artist-specified paths, shown in blue. Note that the paths were drawn quickly by hand or with a rectangle tool and the spacings are not optimized.

Figure 8: These examples demonstrate the application of vector fields, the directions of which are indicated by the green arrows. Left, the streamline of the field are traced iteratively. Center, a complex vector field is computed based upon contours from an input image. Right, drawn paths define the connectivity of the foreground elements, but the vector field guides connections in the background, not with streamlines but by only allowing limited growth in the direction of the field.

Figure 9: Path planning around obstacles. Minimizing just the geometric path length makes the ornament avoid the obstacle (black line), but the path follows the obstacle’s shape only on the upper side (left). We prefer it to follow it on both sides, which we achieve with modified edge costs that pull the path towards the straight line between the endpoints (center). The path is pulled in between the lower obstacles, aligning the path better to the obstacles (right).

that violate rules and orphaned elements are detected and reconfigured. Therefore the model adapts itself to the changes and keeps itself consistent with the growth rules of the model. This retains the powerful interaction capabilities of a procedural model, such as changing specific element characteristics for all samples at once.

Specifically, for the local editing we offer deleting elements and/or their connections and picking up and moving single elements. New elements can also be added. Artists can move or add elements freely without influence from the underlying placement function, and we eliminate overlaps by deleting any elements or connections that intersect. As the artist moves or inserts an element we adapt the ornament to the changes interactively, recomputing its connections according to the rules of the model — for example connecting to the currently closest element. If elements are deleted the space remains empty, but to keep the model intact connections between remaining elements and the now deleted element are reconnected according to the connections rules (Figure 10, left).

8 DESIGNER FEEDBACK
To validate our approach, we performed a study to collect high-level feedback on our methods and evaluated their general strength and weaknesses. Because design tasks take considerable expertise, we sought primarily qualitative feedback from designers, in accordance with evaluations of similar techniques [Kazi et al. 2012; Nakagaki and Kakehi 2014].

Eight self-identified professionals took part in the study. Six were students with a course of study in audio-visual media. Four
of the participants rated their design knowledge as Intermediate, three as Advanced and one as Expert.

The study took about an hour and consisted of a brief explanation of ornaments, a task comparing our results to related work, a tutorial session with our tool, three tasks to complete with our method, and an optional task with Illustrator for the participants that rated their Adobe Illustrator knowledge at least Intermediate.

### 8.1 Evaluation

Before knowing about our methods we had the participants compare three ornaments computed with our technique with three of Wong et al.’s [1998] as baseline (Figure 11). For the computation we used Wong et al.’s original implementation to embed the algorithm in our framework. We chose to compare visual quality and not the usability of the methods, as most designers, having no or little programming skills, would not be able to use Wong et al.’s system. Instead we compared the use of our system to Adobe Illustrator, which is a preferred tool for designers practicing the art.

For the visual comparison, our results were generated with underlying horizontal and vertical symmetry and had no local editing applied. Six of the eight participants preferred our results based upon their more symmetrical appearance and more ordered structure. The explanations for favoring Wong et al.’s [1998] results were “...more balanced in terms of the colours” and “I prefer result set 1 [Wong et al.’s], as there is less order”. Neither method specifically handles color, so for both the color distribution is uncontrolled. The second comment indicates that it might be worthwhile to make the degree of order adjustable – another participant later said, in contrast to this, “More symmetry would have been great...”.

The survey included 17 Likert-scale questions about our tool in general, specific methods, and a comparison to Illustrator (answered by the 6 of the 8 participants who had sufficient Illustrator knowledge). The quantitative evaluation shows an overall approval of our system (Figure 12) but its results are less expressive due to the limited number of participants. The Likert-scale questions were mainly intended to motivate further comments on the topics in an open-ended fashion. Additionally, we asked the participants “What did you like about the tool?”, “What did you dislike about the tool?”, “Any ideas for new/missing features?”, and “Any further comments?”. We clustered the answers by the number of times that a specific topic was mentioned.

For positive feedback the most common comments were that our methods save time (6 times) and are easy to use (4 times). There was praise for the general concept (2) and that it enabled an artist to explore designs (2). For specific methods, local editing (2) and the application of a vector field (2) were mentioned, with one comment saying “In particular I enjoyed the flow fields as it felt that they allow me to orchestrate the picture on a higher level.”

In terms of negative feedback, most arose from missing feature implementations (6) and the consequential lack of control (4). For missing features there were many requests for convenience features (6) such as undo functionality, grid alignment or better previews of actions. Further control of element and path characteristics, such as their size, was also desired (4).

From our analysis of the Likert-scale numbers and the open-end answers, we conclude that our methods were well-received overall. They are effective at saving creation time and effort, and the participants all agreed that they are fun to use, even more so than the known tool Illustrator. Our results hold up well in terms of visual quality when compared to Illustrator, with the mean of the responses slightly preferring the tool’s results to their Illustrator work. All negative comments were in regard to missing feature implementations; no one questioned our overall concepts. Adding more specific functionalities would also improve the controllability of the results. Nonetheless, one participant even said “I also liked that it gave results that probably would not have been my first choice, but might serve as inspiration for further exploration. Like looking at nature, processes out of our control can give new input into our own designs.”

Please find the full study and the responses in the supplementals.
11 FUTURE WORK

In this work, we addressed the problem of placing elements according to global design constraints on their position and size. As future work, further visual properties could be constrained, such as the orientation of individual elements to better satisfy symmetry. Controlling the overall color distribution would also be worthwhile.

Our greedy method of placing the next element based on the placement function does not consider connections when computing the next space to fill. Here a global optimization or distribution strategy, taking the connections of the elements also into consideration, might be an alternative, but possibly at the cost of the interactive performance we aim for. Further research on this is called for, but beyond the scope of our paper.

After thorough testing of the local editing feature and a preliminary run-through with a designer, we deliberately chose the 'what you see is what you get' principle, as changes, for example to element positions, that were not directly triggered by the artist are hard to anticipate and the system would lose controllability. Examining this trade-off is future work. We also would like to explore an idea proposed by one study participant regarding moving elements: rather than deleting elements that overlap the new location, push elements around as with a mass-spring system. This would be interesting in combination with our global design constraints and could be especially promising with an underlying vector field, letting the elements be pushed in a meaningful direction.

The implementation of the procedural ornaments themselves requires programming skills. Hand in hand with our contributions regarding the usability of the models, it would be equally worthwhile to investigate a more artist friendly creation processes for the underlying procedural models.

Lastly, Li et al.’s work [Yuanyuan Li et al. 2011] applies their grammar in 3D space, a desirable extension for which we are aiming in the future.
12 CONCLUSION
Our technique defines a general ornamentation framework that brings user interaction to a task that is currently either fully automated or fully manual. Our uniform approach supports control on various abstraction levels. It puts global design constraints such as symmetry explicitly under artist control, interleaved with visually specified input such as strokes, down to control at the individual element level.

Our technique confirms the great potential of integrating the artistic control mechanisms that artists use every day into a procedural system. We hope it will inspire others to explore this direction further for example for the creation of the procedural models themselves.
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